1. The alphabet and pronunciation
2. General common expressions, introductions, greetings, farewells, etc.
3. Syllabification and stress rules; Accents on words
4. Articles (definite and indefinite) and plurals; general masculine and feminine endings and other clues
5. Subject pronouns and pronouns after prepositions (para mí, para ti,...)
6. Verbs: (know meanings, be able to conjugate, and use in a sentence or question)
   - Tenses: Present, Present Progressive, Preterite tense for regular verbs only
   - All regular -ar, -er, and -ir verbs (from vocab list, text, workbook)
   - Irregular verbs: ser, estar, tener, ir, dar, hay, gustar, saber, conocer, venir, ver
   - All stem changing verbs: ie, i, ue
   - Use of auxiliary verbs (2 verbs together)
7. Formation of questions; different methods, interrogative words
8. Adjectives and agreement; Estar adjectives and Ser adjectives; colors
9. Use of ser vs. estar vs. tener vs. hacer
10. Possessive adjectives (mi, tu su,...) and regular possessive construction (the teacher's book)
11. Tener expressions
12. Numbers to infinity...
13. Days of the week, months of the year, seasons, dates, birthday, holidays, related expressions
14. Time and related expressions
15. Weather expressions (a few from the vocabulary handout)
16. Personal a: contractions al and del
17. Use of saber vs. conocer
18. Direct and indirect object pronouns and use of object pronouns
19. Demonstrative pronouns (este, ese, aquel...)
20. How Spanish names are determined, apellidos, apodos
21. Cultural component: Spanish speaking countries and capitals and nationalities (front and back cover of text); Some cultural background on: EE.UU., España, México, Ecuador, Puerto Rico, Cuba
22. Vocabulary (see Spanish 101 vocabulary list)
   - Common expressions
   - Main professions
   - Classroom
   - Nationalities, Languages, Countries
   - Clothing
   - Things to read, eat, drink
   - Questions words
   - Pastimes, vacations
   - Family
   - Places: movie, museum, supermarket, library, church...
   - Adjectives
   - People: friend, boyfriend, lady, gentleman, boy,...
   - Colors
   - Animals, Vehicles
   - Prepositions
   - Other common words